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Name: Alex Renshaw 

When you attended Ashfield: 2011- 2018  

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama, Psychology, English 

Literature 

Current Employment/Training: Studying Operating 

Department Practice at Huddersfield University  

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): I am 

studding to become an Operating Department Practitioner 

(ODP for short). “What’s an ODP?” I hear you cry! Well, an 

ODP works in, you guessed it, operating theatres! As well as 

the settings surrounding theatres. An ODP’s job can be split 

into 3 main categories which are: anaesthetics, where we 

assist putting patients to sleep for operations; Scrub, where 

we support doctors in surgical procedures; and recovery, 

where we care for patients who have just had surgery making sure they’re fit and healthy to go 

home. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  With studying drama, you learn a lot about 

communication verbal and non-verbal, which is really important in healthcare. Organisation is 

another skill which you can learn a lot of in drama, you will have to organise meet ups out of school 

to rehearse so you quickly learn how important this is. Teamwork, commitment, hard-work and 

independence are also skills which I learnt and built on through drama. These are all skills which look 

really good on personal statements or if you go for interviews! Even for non-performance based 

subjects, like me! 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

I enjoyed everything about studying drama, although it is as tough as every other A-level subject, it is 

also; funny, creative, stimulating, freeing, silly, entertaining, interesting, inspiring and much more 

but I think to do a subject like drama does so much good for your mental health whilst going through 

a stressful time such as A-levels that it doesn’t feel like a lesson half the time but more of an 

extended break.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

I would recommend studying drama at Ashfield as you will have such a good time studying it and will 

be supported by one of the best groups of teachers I know, they’re one of the best bands of people 

there is, apart from ABBA. 

Any final comments? 

Drama is NOT a pointless subject even if you’re not going into that profession! 
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Name: Bethany Ellis 
 

When you attended Ashfield: 2009-2016 

 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama and Theatre Studies, Performance 

Studies, History, Maths (AS) 

 

Current Employment/Training: Teaching Assistant 

 

Current Profile: I am currently a Teaching Assistant in an infant school and absolutely love it. I work 

with children aged 2-7 and work alongside teachers and school staff to ensure all children reach 

their potential in all areas of learning. I also run a school choir. 

 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

One of the main things I gained from performing at Ashfield is confidence and self-belief. I would 

definitely say that throughout my time there I gradually felt more confident as years went on and I 

believe a huge part of that was through my experiences in drama lessons, performances, school 

shows and choir performances/trips. I now share these experiences with the children I work with 

and ensure they believe in themselves as if you work hard you can be anything you want to be. I 

would also say that leadership skills and creativity is definitely something I developed whilst studying 

drama and I have been able to use this when leading the school choir. I certainly think that having 

these experiences through drama have aided me in my current role, as I love to bring stories and 

fairy-tales to life for the little children I am teaching. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

 I enjoyed many things throughout my time at Ashfield but being a part of the drama family will 

always be a highlight. Working as a team in performances and schools shows was something I will 

never forget. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

I would definitely recommend studying a performance based course because the skills you learn and 

develop will stay with you for life. Studying the courses has contributed massively to being the 

confident person I am today.  

 

The teachers both in the music and drama department were extremely 

supportive, encouraging and confidence-boosting. I am thankful to them 

for not only teaching me what they know but making my time at Ashfield 

School so memorable. If you are thinking about studying a performance 

based course, go for it! You can do it and you should believe in yourself! 
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Name: Betsy-Jo Warren 

When you attended Ashfield: 2011-2019 

A-Level Subjects Taken: 

Performing Arts, Media Studies, Use of Maths, Applied Science 

Current Employment/Training:  

Trained until Post 16 and currently being employed to film 1 season of 

a TV show 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

Currently studying Filmmaking at Birmingham City University and working for industry professionals 

behind the camera.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

Firstly, it’s given me lots of confidence, I am able to present myself well, and talk to people 

confidently, which I have found to be extremely important when pitching film/short film ideas to 

panels and producers.  

I have also been able to get a better understanding of how to put together a scene and direct actors 

from being one myself. As surprisingly a lot of people struggle talking to actors and getting the most 

out of them within the industry. Because of this background knowledge of how scenes and set/props 

work together it has given me a head start within my Uni course as I am able to plan and direct my 

teams much quicker than others.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

I enjoyed how close we all got as a class and how we all wanted each other to succeed. I also loved 

singing together and finding different harmonies with my classmates as it made me feel so much 

stronger as a person, knowing that we all had our different roles and it wouldn’t sound the same if 

one of us wasn’t there. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

I would recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts 100% at Ashfield, it’s such an amazing outlet 

to find your confidence and work on yourself in a creative way. Although the smaller classes can be 

daunting because it means you can no longer hide behind other people, it forces you to come out of 

your shell and achieve things that you never would have been able to do otherwise. The atmosphere 

is so uplifting and you can never do any wrong as long as you’re trying your best. It’s a lot of hard 

work, but it’s easy to put the work in when you love what you are doing.  
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Name:  Brandon Cantrill 

When you attended Ashfield: 2012-2019 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama, History, English Language 

Current Employment/Training:  

Gap Year working at Ian Whites General Store and Sanco Technology whilst 

applying for the Police Constable Degree Apprenticeship. 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

Shop assistant- Unload Deliveries, Till work, Replenishing stock. 

Industrial labourer- build printing and drying machinery, using a range of hand tools. I also print and 
dry t-shirts for customers such as Boohoo and ASOS. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

The confidence I gained from studying drama has helped me lead discussions at my places of work 
allowing me to put forward ideas to improve efficiency and to speak to customers as they enter the 
shop, asking them how their day is and putting my cheerful personality across to them. 

The experience to practice meeting deadlines has also helped me in my career so far. Being told you 
have a certain amount of time to perform or prepare a piece has allowed me to practice this skill 
before needing it in my chosen career. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

The togetherness and sense of family within the department and students helped us grow 
individually. I believe this helped us all achieve the best results we could. We were all in it together 
and together we succeeded. 

Being able to get up and perform what originally began on paper was another think I enjoyed about 
Drama at Ashfield. Seeing it go from paper onto the stage really gave me a buzz of enjoyment. 

I enjoyed performing so much that I attended the performing arts class in my free periods to help 
improve my skills and others around me. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

It helps you grow as a person and makes you strive to be the best person on and off stage that you 

can. The pride and enjoyment that you put in shows in the work that you create. If I could do it all 

over again I would because it was absolutely incredible. 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

N/A 

Any final comments?  

The amount of support and effort the staff put into the students and their work is off the chart it is 

that good. From working on weekends to late at night, the staff and students have a great bond that 

brings out the best in everyone around them.  
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Name:  Cherry Walters 

When you attended Ashfield: 2007- 2014 

A-Level Subjects Taken: English, Performing Arts, Drama and 

Theatre Studies  

Current Employment/Training: Actor/writer/director 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

I am now a self-employed performer, I take jobs from children’s entertainment, improvisation gigs, 

fringe theatre to directing scary clown mazes! Anything and everything related to my profession that 

pays my bills and gets my experience up. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

One thing I will say is, the things you may consider boring or not helpful in your drama course. Turn 

out to be very useful things to know when going into the industry or drama school. Shakespeare may 

seem daunting or not interesting but is so utterly important if you are wanting to go to drama 

school. So pay attention to the ‘boring’ stuff too. I felt so much more confident and knowledgeable 

when learning about practitioners and techniques at drama school, having had that basic knowledge 

from school.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

I had a fantastic Drama teacher, Mr Sluman. He works so very hard and in turn you want to work 

hard for him. You are very lucky at Ashfield to have the drama facilities you have, such as the studios 

and the theatre space. Use it and enjoy it. You are given a lot of freedom and opportunity to devise 

your own pieces. It can seem daunting but, you have to just give it your all, be creative and make 

mistakes. You HAVE to be able to create your own work in the industry, so these devising projects 

they give you are a great experience for you to explore making your own theatre. I was lucky to have 

some great friends around me in my class and we did some good work that I still remember today. 

You learn so much about yourself and what you are capable of. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

Any drama or performing arts courses will do wonders for your confidence. The confidence and 

speaking skills you will learn, you can take into any job role and will honestly help you, whatever you 

choose to do. Either course will teach you discipline, and will give your creativity a safe space to play. 

You will discover so much about yourself. Which is useful at this crazy, confusing time of your lives. 

(That got deep). 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

The thing I will say before I begin sharing any knowledge or advice about this, is that you have to be 

so sure that this is what you want to do before auditioning and committing to a life in the theatre 

industry. It’s tough, you have to have thick skin and be ok with disappointment, you have to be 
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flexible, you have to work hard and be resilient. This has to be the only thing you can or want to do. 

If you have any doubt in your mind that this is what you want to do. Don’t do it.  

If you read that and still thought to yourself, I don’t care I want to do this. Then great, welcome to 

hell. (I’m kidding, I think.) There is so much work to be done in researching the perfect Drama School 

or Uni for you. 

 My personal opinion is that if you are looking to go into the industry as an actor/actress. Go to 

Drama School, though there are some fantastic drama courses out there at Uni, I think at Drama 

School you are given a few more stepping stones into the industry that you may not get at a 

University. However, please know university can offer much more support than most drama school 

courses, Uni can offer you student loans/finance and a whole heap more help than a drama school 

may be able to offer. So please know you may need to be in a position where you or your family can 

support you financially through training. Do your research! 

 It can take years to get into a Drama School, so don’t be disheartened if you don’t get in straight 

away. Just use those years between auditioning wisely! The annoying thing is great schools such as 

RADA, LAMDA and CENTRAL like their students with a little life experience behind them, to be a little 

older than fresh out of college. But these schools are still worth auditioning for. You learn so much 

from just auditioning and hey, you might just get in. It’s costly to audition, usually around £50-£70 

just to audition, so save up. Do your preparation. Research the school you are auditioning for and 

scratch some backs during your interview. They will usually ask for a contemporary monologue and a 

Shakespeare. My advice is know them, know them well. Choose quirky, different monologues not 

things they may have heard a thousand times. It’ll help you stand out. “Out Damned Spot” Gets a no 

from me. Also choose something that is actually in your casting range so they can see you’re using 

your head.  

I’ve given a lot of information there and still feel like I've not given you anything useful. I’m no expert 

but I would have loved this information before auditioning myself so I hope it helps you. I will say 

again though, this industry is hard, you have to want it with everything. Get yourself to London, 

meet the right people, BE KIND TO EVERYONE, It is a surprisingly small industry, so work hard and be 

kind, do the right things and you might just do it. All the luck in the world to you all. If you ever need 

any help with finding monologues, use your teachers, they know their stuff, utilise them, rehearse 

your audition pieces to them again and again.  

Any final comments?  

I have sounded a little doom and gloom at points there. But I just want to be honest with you and 

say it’s not always sunshine and rainbows, and you won’t be on the west end within a month of 

leaving Sixth form. But I would never do anything else. I love the buzz, the people, the magic in 

theatre. It is worth the work. Best of luck to you all. Oh and do the homework your teachers give 

you, I never did. All the best! 
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Name:  Chloe Saxton 

When you attended Ashfield: 2010-2017 

A-Level Subjects Taken: English Language, History, Drama, AS Law 

Current Employment/Training: I am currently in my final year at the 

University of Warwick, studying History.  

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): Currently, I am 

studying hard to finish my degree with the hopes of doing my teacher training in the upcoming 

years! I unfortunately don’t have much involvement with drama anymore but wish that I did!! 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  Studying Drama at A-Level impacted my life in 

more ways than one. Aside from the obvious communication skills that come with it, I also gained 

much more confidence, language skills, time management and leadership qualities. Doing History 

means that communication and English skills are extremely useful but also when it comes to moving 

onto teaching, I know that the skills I was able to learn in Drama will be key to me (hopefully) 

succeeding!  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? I definitely 

loved creating my characters the most. Whether this was Mrs Iger from Two, or Hilary in the Woman 

who Cooked her Husband, exploring these and seeing the end result was the best! It definitely has to 

be mentioned that the friendships you make in performance-based courses are also like no other 

too.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?  I would recommend 

studying Drama at Ashfield because you are given the opportunity to explore, create and express 

yourself in ways that aren’t available with other subjects. The relief I got from knowing I had a 

Drama lesson next was the best! Also, who can forget the amazing teachers that you get to work 

with too! 

Any final comments? One comment would be that if you’re unsure about studying Drama or think 

that it may not be ‘worth it’ for university etc… then please reconsider! I wasn’t going to study it at 

A-Level as I thought something more “studious” would look better but I was so wrong!! Firstly, 

Drama is definitely a studious subject, secondly if you enjoy it then it’ll be such an enriching 

experience and finally the skills you develop will stay with you throughout uni and beyond.  
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Name: Dominic Allanson  

When you attended Ashfield: 2008-2015 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama, P.E, Business Studies & I.C.T 

Current Employment/Training: Warehouse Manager 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): Currently 

work for the family business. My role is ensuring all orders are 

inspected/prepped/dispatched from the warehouse for prompt next day deliveries.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment? 

I know that without Drama I wouldn’t have half the confidence I have today, but this subject offers 

so much more than that. It gives you an opportunity to not only learn about your favourite plays, but 

to understand why those shows you grew up to love were made in the first place. Making you 

question the artistic intention, which is crucial in your development in Drama. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

It goes without saying that every member of the PEPA team are fully dedicated in giving you a 

bespoke learning experience. They work tirelessly in creating such a friendly workspace, free of 

judgement. I really enjoyed working in such an intimate learning environment. It’s only through this 

can you truly get to know your peers and support each other in producing original material. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

I’ve always believed that Drama is one of the strongest pedagogical tools to a student’s arsenal. It 

teaches skills that can be transposed to any aspect in life, not just professionally. There’s not a single 

day where I don’t use the skills I acquired in Drama. I’m forever grateful in both the school and staff 

for providing me with every opportunity to perform. 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning? Every college/uni’s application process is 

different. For my interview, they provided us with an extract from a textbook to which we had to 

interpret what it is the author meant. There was no right or wrong answer. The lecturer was 

interested in your own opinion on the text. With that in mind all I have to say is the cliché of, be 

yourself. They will respect that you have tried your best which is ultimately the quality they’re 

looking for. 

Any final comments?  

If you still have any doubts in your mind about choosing Drama then I urge you to reconsider. It is 

such a unique subject that provides many opportunities in life, why question it when you can just go 

for it! 
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Name: Erin Mason 

When you attended Ashfield: 2016 - 2018 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Dance, BTEC Musical Theatre, Psychology 

Current Employment/Training: Expressions Academy of Performing 
Arts 

Current Profile: I am currently studying BA(Hons) Performing Arts 
with Musical Theatre full time at Expressions Academy of Performing 
Arts on a full scholarship. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 
helped you with further training/employment? At Ashfield I found my love for Musical Theatre. 
Before Post 16, I always saw myself as just ‘a dancer’ and I wanted to eventually do a degree in 
psychology, but taking musical theatre and mixing with new people whom had the same common 
interests as me helped me find myself by showing me that I did not just want to be a dancer, but a 
triple threat. It was this realisation that encouraged me to look for a musical theatre course to 
pursue after completing my A Levels. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? In dance, I 
enjoyed learning styles of dance that I would not usually have put myself in a class to learn and 
helped me to find new ways to use my body. In musical theatre, I loved that the course forced me 
outside of my comfort zone and out of the bubble of being ‘a dancer’ that I had wedged myself into. 
I learnt so much about the arts and my own abilities during the course. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?  Both of the courses 
that I took helped me excel in performance skills and made me much more confident. The whole 
department are really like a family – the teachers are so supportive and passionate about the arts, 
which is so motivating! I also really found friends for life within my peers whom I am still in touch 
with now. 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 
would give to students considering applying/auditioning? I was absolutely terrified at my EPA 
audition, but I really had no need to be. Everyone was so welcoming and supportive. With 
colleges/unis, they aren’t looking for fully established performers! The courses that colleges and unis 
offer are to help you develop your skills so that you graduate a well-rounded triple threat. At your 
audition, they just need to see that you have a foundation that they can work with and lots of 
passion for your chosen subject! The best advice I can give is to just be yourself, be confident and let 
the panel see what you have to offer them! 

Any final comments? I’d just like to thank the staff in the Performing Arts department for helping 
me find myself and my love for musical theatre. If it wasn’t for you pushing me outside of my 
comfort zone every day and helping me achieve what you knew I was capable of, I wouldn’t be 
where I am today! I loved my time performing at Ashfield and I can’t thank Miss Parkin, Miss Turner, 
Mr Sluman and everyone else in the performing arts department enough for helping me become the 
performer I am today!   
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Name:  Frances Bishop 

When you attended Ashfield:  2006-2013 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama, Geography and Sociology 

Current Employment/Training:  Studying MA Social Work at the University 

of Sheffield 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

I will finish my studies in September where I hope to gain employment as a children’s social worker. I 

will be responsible for supporting and protecting vulnerable children and families that are in need of 

assistance. I will identify their needs and seek and coordinate support to meet those needs. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

From studying A-level Drama I gained skills in communication, where I am able to adapt my dialogue 

to suit the needs of those I am talking to. The course also aided my teamwork skills, I can 

successfully work with others and I have the confidence to lead a team when needed.  Also it aided 

my creativity through the varying lessons and subjects I studied, which has been particularly valuable 

when working with children.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

I most enjoyed the variety of my drama classes, there was always a new skill or play to learn and 

practice. The lessons were always delivered in a creative way, which pushed us to achieve in a very 

fun way. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

I would definitely recommend studying Drama at Ashfield, for me it was a fun subject that provided 

an escape from the less practical A-levels I studied. It also taught me new skills and improved my 

confidence, which has helped me to achieve the career I am now pursuing.   

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

N/A 

Any final comments?  

I thoroughly enjoyed studying Drama A-level at Ashfield. I would recommend for anyone to consider 

joining the course whether you plan to follow a career in Drama or not. I always knew Drama was 

not a path I would follow for my future career yet despite that it was a subject that I greatly enjoyed 

and it provided me with the skills and knowledge that I have drawn upon throughout my life. 
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Name: Gemma Sidebottom 

When you attended Ashfield: Between 2009-2015 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama and Performing Arts  

Current Employment/Training: Nottinghamshire Police 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

I am a Police Constable with Nottinghamshire Police; my role includes 

being the first responder to emergencies (999 calls), investigating crimes, serving the public and 

recognising and supporting those who are vulnerable or most at risk.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

Studying drama and performance studies at A-Level made me gain many skills such as: creativity, 

teamwork, self-reflection and being a quick learner however, the main skills I gained were 

CONFIDENCE and COMPOSURE! I use these skills in my current role as a Police Officer because the 

public look to the attending Officer to be confident and composed in taking control of whatever the 

situation may be, and making life changing decisions.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

Drama and performing arts is a safe environment to express your ideas without fear of judgement. 

The class as a whole would put all thoughts together and this is when the best creative ideas were 

formed. Drama is a socialising course as there are a variety of individuals with unique personalities 

and this combination makes a perfect team which in turn would enable successful performances. 

This is why I thoroughly enjoyed studying drama and performing arts! 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?  

I would recommend studying drama and performing arts because you develop skills which remain 

with you in whatever career path you take. School is an uncertain time, with awkwardness and 

anxiety.  Drama provides an environment away from that, where you are free to express yourself 

with like-minded people, where you have the confidence to push yourself out of your comfort zone.  

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning? N/A 

Any final comments?  

Embrace the experience of studying drama or performing arts, throw yourself in 100% because you’ll 

make great memories which will last a lifetime! ☺  
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Name: Hannah Baldwick 

When you attended Ashfield: September 2011 to July 2013 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Music / Performance Studies / Drama and 

Theatre Studies 

Current Employment/Training: 2013-2016 Studied BA (Hons) Musical 

Theatre at University of Chichester. Graduated with an upper 2:1.  

Thomas Cook Entertainer in Spain for the summer season of 2016.   

In 2017-2018 I was a singer/entertainer for Warner Leisure Hotels.   

2018 to present day I am a Lettings Negotiator in Nottingham. I also sing 

part time. 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): Due to illness I had to leave my singing career 

and find a new passion. I decided to go into property and love it. I now deal with all applications and 

also conduct viewings. I am also studying towards my Level 2 Propertymark qualification and my 

singing/vocals diploma.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment? My A-levels got me into my first-choice university. 

My drama A-level meant I already knew what monologue to take to University auditions. My music 

A-level helped me to get into the top music theory class at university. My performance studies A-

level taught me theory that I could then build upon at university.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? The practical 

aspects of the courses were what I enjoyed most. Especially the shows/performances we did 

together as a class or group. Although I struggled with the exam side of my Performance Studies A-

level it really helped me when it came to the coursework, I had a University. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield? I would recommend 

all three of the A-levels I studied. There was a good mix of performance and theory and the teachers 

were always there to help whenever it was needed. 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning? I auditioned for both drama schools and 

universities. I actually found the university auditions harder. My main piece of advice would be to 

know your songs/monologues back to front. I will always remember when my mind went blank half 

way through my monologue at an audition. I stopped, took a breath and carried on once I 

remembered the line. The panel of course picked up on this but praised the fact that I didn’t break 

character and just carried on. 

Any final comments?   

Perform in front of people as much as you can! Take advantage of every opportunity!   
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Name: Imogen McAra-James 

When you attended Ashfield: 2017-2019 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama, Psychology, and History 

Current Employment/Training: Working as an usher at Derby Theatre 

and starting university September 2020 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): I work on the Front of House team at Derby 

Theatre currently, so checking tickets, selling drinks, and of course seeing lots of theatre! I even got 

to witness a definite one-off in Blood Brothers where Mickey’s understudy was taken ill and Eddie’s 

understudy had to step in, an emotional final bow followed for this particular actor! I’m also doing 

lots of acting bits of my own, filming for an episode of BBC Doctors and choreographing/performing 

in a pantomime over February half term, as well as being the performance coordinator and an 

honorary member of the backstage crew on the night 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment? I gained so much confidence in my creative ability 

as well as improving on the way I devise performances, which has definitely set me up for my 

Theatre Arts course at uni and made me excited to start! I personally also loved the theory side of 

the drama course, doing drama at Ashfield allowed me to develop my own writing style for my 

coursework, which will also play a large role in my degree 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? I loved being 

able to explore various styles and practitioners through studying my a level and experiment with 

what worked and what didn’t, also the general atmosphere of lessons being motivating and fun and 

really making lessons enjoyable 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?  I would recommend 

studying drama at Ashfield because the course offers both practical and theoretical elements of 

drama, which makes for an enjoyable and fascinating course, and the drama staff are extremely 

supportive and really allow you to get the best out of yourself in this subject 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning? Make sure you choose a monologue that 

feels like you, it feels so much more natural if you can relate to your monologue. Also, as nerve 

wracking as it is, try your best to relax into it, the people auditioning you are on your side and 

looking to see if you’re someone they want to work with, so have some fun with it! 
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Name: Josie Morris 

When you attended Ashfield: 2014-2016 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama & Theatre Studies, English 

Literature, Psychology 

Current Employment/Training: East 15 Acting School (as of Oct’ 

2018) 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): I am midway through my second year at East 15 

Acting School, completing a BA Acting degree. I live in Essex, where the school is, for the course. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course at Ashfield? Which have 

helped you with further training? Ashfield without a doubt gave me formidable, invaluable team-

working skills, a belief that has since been nurtured; you are nothing without the other actor! 

Ashfield’s Drama & Theatre Studies course also gave me enthusiasm about learning about various 

plays, practitioners and styles of theatre that I otherwise did not know about, and this and 

knowledge and passion has remained with me into my drama school training. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course? 

I loved how important working with your peers was: how necessary it is not only to have confidence 

in your own ideas, but also to listen and invest in others’ concepts. I also adored how much creativity 

and free reign we were given on projects – even the more academic sides to the course, where 

possible. The staff did an excellent job at adapting this side. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

The staff are hugely supportive, knowledgeable and encouraging. They will challenge you and push 

you to create really great work; I would not have managed my successes were it not for their input 

and influence. Your peers’ talent will encourage you immensely. I hold my time at Ashfield studying 

drama very dearly. 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

Auditions can be daunting but know that you have every right to be there and take up time, so do 

so. Be excited about meeting like-minded people on the day. Show someone your monologues 

before the audition day comes and be open to feedback. Research the school(s)! 
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Name:  

Kai Ashley Bools 

When you attended Ashfield:  

September 2009 – June 2016 

A-Level Subjects Taken: 

Drama and Theatre Studies, Mathematics, and History 

Current Employment/Training:  

First-Class Honours Degree in Drama and Theatre Studies 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

Studying MA Applied Theatre and Education, freelance performer and dramaturg – touring with TIE 

companies, and working with Derby Theatre on their outreach projects. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

Critical reading and writing, and resilience. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

Being challenged to be the best I could be on a daily basis! 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

You will not find a more supporting network than the Drama and Performing Arts department to 

help you galvanise and channel any passions for the creative arts. 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

Drama school is no guarantee for getting into the industry, be open to broadening your horizons by 

attending university as well, this opens similar doors and opportunities! 

Any final comments?  

"Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better." - Samuel Beckett 
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Name: Katie Morris 

When you attended Ashfield: 2011-2016, Secondary School. 2016-

2018 Sixth form. 

A-Level subjects taken: Drama and Theatre Studies, English Language, 

Sociology. 

Current employment/training: Press Officer for the national brain 

injury charity, Headway. 

Current profile: In my role as a Press Officer, I am responsible for writing news stories to pitch to 

both the local and national media, highlighting the work of the charity and raising awareness of 

brain injury. Another part of my role is to field enquiries from journalists and set up media 

interviews with the charity’s spokespeople. I even got the chance to do my own media interview on 

CBBC’s Newsround.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you further with training/employment? 

For me, one of the biggest benefits to come out of studying Drama and Theatre Studies was the 

increased confidence. Drama really gave me the confidence I needed to succeed in life, and in my 

career.  

It also came in handy when having to memorise lines for my media interview. My employers were 

really impressed! 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you enjoy most about your performance-based course/s? 

The sense of unity. You kind of become like a little family. Everyone is spurring each other on to do 

the best they possibly can. I came away with lifelong friends because of that and memories I will 

cherish for a long time. 

No matter how stressed or down I felt, when I walked into the drama studios I always had a smile on 

my face. It was without a doubt the most enjoyable A-Level I studied. 

Don’t get me wrong, it was hard work – but as long as you have the right mindset and you’re 

determined you’ll be great! 

On a more practical note, it was so interesting to actually get the opportunity to bring a performance 

to life – being able to take something from page to stage, with your own interpretations.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield? 

I think a drama-based course looks really impressive on your CV to prospective employers. It shows 

that you’re confident and outgoing, and the skills you learn throughout can come in handy in the 

interview process itself.  

Aside from that, it teaches you lifelong skills that you can take with you into your chosen career. 
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Name:  Laura Bryan  

When you attended Ashfield:  

2007 -2015  

A-Level Subjects Taken: 

Performance Studies  

Performing Arts  

Media Studies  

A level PE  

Extended project Qualification  

Current Employment/Training:  

Self Employed - Dancer and Digital Dance Artist 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

I create dance work with a technical twist using software and coding to generate visual and 

conceptual dance on screen works.  

I also perform across the UK, Ranging from large corporate events such as Dancing at the 

Isawitfirst/love Island Headquarters for the CEO's 60th Birthday to performing at small events and 

clubs 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment? 

From the courses I studied at Ashfield, I gained broad Knowledge of three art forms how they 

worked individually as well as interdisciplinary. I learnt to collaborate ideas and talents to generate 

high standard work and grades. I was supported by amazing teaching staff whom taught their 

specialties on how to generate work from concepts and how to integrate other art forms and ideas.  

These skills helped me massively working with other artists and technologists to combine other ideas 

in the studio to generate an outcome which included all aspects of each workers strengths.  

Also by learning about other art forms such as music and drama as well as dance in performance 

Studies, this gave me insight to how other artists may think and work and how other art forms could 

develop my work for theatre or art gallery. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

I loved the course I chose as I had the chance to excel in something that I was good at. Struggling 

with Dyslexia, I did not think of myself as an ‘academic’. But I was very wrong. When introduced into 

something I understood and was passionate about, my grades and attitude towards studying 

changed.  

I enjoyed performing and creating work with like-minded people who shared a desire to shine 

through another platform.  
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I found that whilst studying at Ashfield that the art world is not definable through facts and figures 

but by talent and a desire to progress physically and mentally through learning and this helped me 

massively through my further studies.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

Ashfield have amazing facilities that have purpose to be creative in. Secondly, the staff are there to 

build you up and make the best ‘you’ you can be, who also have a wide range of talents and 

knowledge ready to be absorbed by students who are eager to learn. Furthermore, there is plenty of 

opportunity to perform outside the curriculum – there is something for everyone.  

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

It was daunting to know that my future were in these people’s/uni’s hands but on the other hand it 

was an insight to auditioning and was just like taking a master class. Yes there are gazillions of 

dancers and triple threats in the world but there is only one of you. Show them how special you are 

but don’t be cocky! Show them that you are able to listen, ask questions and have room to improve. 

They don’t want the perfect somebody who cannot adapt, take feedback and think they are the bees 

knees. Be humble and accept that you can always keep learning! 

Any final comments?  

Reflecting on my journey and what I have achieved so far, it all started at Ashfield, and that must 

mean something…  
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Name: Lauren Skinner 
 
When you attended Ashfield: 2007-2014 
A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama & Theatre Studies, English Language & 
Literature, Media Studies and Performing Arts 
 
Current Employment/Training: Company Manager and Dance Captain 
onboard Cruise Ships 
 
Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): Currently I am 
lucky enough to be dancing onboard a Cruise Ship as part of the Show team performing in West End 
style shows every night and travelling the world whilst doing this. I am also the Company Manager 
and the Dance Captain which means that I am responsible for the rest of the team whilst on board 
the ship in terms of the up keeping of the shows, rehearsals and maintaining a high standard 
performance also all of the liaising between the team and the rest of the ship. 
 
What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 
helped you with further training/employment?  
I definitely gained more confidence in my performing whilst studying, and I was moved out of my 
comfort zone a lot especially in my Drama and Theatre Studies with all of the different techniques 
and practitioners. It also gave me a greater understanding of what I was performing and more 
importantly why I wanted to perform.  
 
Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 
I loved creating performances with the team that I worked with and also the fun we had with it. It 
never really felt like work because we enjoyed it so much.  
 
Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   
I think it does help increase confidence levels and also, I just really enjoying knowing different ways 
to perform and now I have a huge amount of knowledge that I do use every day in my job.  
 
If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 
would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  
I auditioned at three different Musical Theatre Schools in London and I was lucky enough to be 
accepted to all three with funding. I chose to go to Laine Theatre Arts for a Three-year course and it 
was the best decision I've ever made! My advice to anyone wanting to go down the route that I have 
would be to be extremely prepared at the auditions, take more songs than you think, more 
monologues but most of all enjoy the experience and what you learn in the audition and then take 
that knowledge to your next audition. It is a very hard industry and it does have lost of obstacles, 
highs and lows, but when you get on that stage and end up doing what you love every day and 
getting paid for it as well; it’s worth anything and everything. I love it!  
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Name: Leanne Crichton 

When you attended Ashfield: 2008-2015 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Performance Studies, Drama and 

Theatre Studies. 

Current Employment/Training: I am currently completing my 

BA Theatre and Performance undergraduate degree. Alongside 

working as a freelance artist and performer (and a barista but that’s just for money!). 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): As a part of one of my assignments for 

university I was tasked with writing a manifesto, describing who I am as a performer and what I do. I 

spend my time doing so many different things I thought sharing this manifesto would be a great way 

to show you who I am and what do as a performance artist.  

I am female, I am 23, I am engaged, I am a food lover, I am a storyteller, I am a performer, I am a 
creator, I am a director, I am a dramaturg, I am a feminist, I am vegetarian, I am untidy, I am a 
barista, , I am a secret politician, I am a journalist (just for myself), I am funny, I am happy with my 
life, I am angry with the world, I am worried about the future, I am sad sometimes, I am disheartened 
by peoples decisions, I often feel unheard.  

I will be heard. I will no longer be scared. I will fight. I will utilise my anger. I will make change for the 
future. I will help people see the truth. I will make art that makes people question the world. I will 
perform to make people think. I will no longer write just to myself. I will make people laugh. I will 
make people cry (happy tears). I will make people happy. I will help people speak their mind. I will 
make people discuss. I will make people give a shit about the world and about our future. I will admit 
when I am wrong. I will fight when I believe I am right. I will be the best version of me every time I 
perform. I will hopefully change the world, even if it’s just a small part of it. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment? When I studied at Ashfield there were a variety of 

lessons within the performing arts, especially as the arts gradually become less common at schools 

and colleges. Having the opportunity to study a performance subject with the facilities, talented staff 

and support for the arts at Ashfield, is the main reason I progressed my education and training 

within the subject. The knowledge I gained from both courses has followed me through my degree, 

especially the exploration of the different practitioners within the field. I believe that I would not 

have succeeded at these subjects without Mrs Turner’s energy, Mrs Parkin’s honesty and Mr 

Sluman’s literary skills. You are lucky to have them! 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? Whilst 

studying at Ashfield I didn’t appreciate the amount of opportunities I had to perform, both within 

courses and extracurricular. So, I would say make the most of this opportunity! Explore, experiment 

and have fun creating. 
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Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?  Definitely! You are 

lucky to have the variety of courses to choose from, the facilities and the staff. (I know I have said 

this before, but I think it’s great!) 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning? If you decide what you are doing in your 

audition don’t just go with your first idea! Really experiment with different monologues, songs, 

creations, whatever your audition is! Do it in front of people before you do it at the audition, 

perform it to your parents, your best friends, your teachers or even record yourself and watch it 

back. Take on the criticism that people give you and try out their ideas. Even if you don’t agree with 

them at first this process will help you decide what is best! REHEARSE, REHEARSE, REHEARSE. And 

rehearse properly, don’t just go over your lines a few times. Perform as if it is actually your audition 

and you will memorise your expressions and body language as well as the words you are saying. You 

will then be more relaxed and prepared for your audition. 

Any final comments? When I was choosing my A-Levels I had no idea what I wanted to do! So, I 

chose what I enjoyed and that was performance. Don’t feel pressured into choosing subjects you 

don’t want to do, or only choosing something because your friend is. Just think, you will be doing it 

for the next 2 years and you actually have to do the work that comes along with it! Don’t be like me 

choosing Business because I thought it would be useful, knowing I wouldn’t enjoy it. And then not 

paying attention in lessons to only get an E in my first year. Work hard at something you love and 

enjoy. And if that is one of the performing arts courses, welcome to the club! 
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Name:  

Lee Betts 

When you attended Ashfield:  

2015-2017 

A-Level Subjects Taken: 

• Drama and Theatre Studies 

• English Literature 

• English Language  

Current Employment/Training:  

Currently studying at the University of Chester.  

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

Third year student studying English Literature and English Language at the University of Chester.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

One huge skill I developed whilst studying Drama and Theatre Studies at Ashfield was confidence. 

Confidence is an extremely useful skill to have, particularly when considering that my goal is to 

ultimately become an English teacher. Therefore, having the ability to be able to stand and perform 

in front of an audience has significantly helped when I’ve had to attend interviews and do 

presentations as part of my University modules.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

Particularly in the second year of the course, one of our performative assessments involved creating 

a completely devised piece of theatre. The ability to have complete creative freedom when it comes 

to the characters, set, script, stage directions, lighting etc was extremely enjoyable, as it allowed our 

group to decide what practitioner our performance would be inspired by, and what message we 

wanted our performance to achieve.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

The variety of skills that can be developed whilst studying Drama or Performing Arts is a huge reason 

why I recommend studying these subjects at Ashfield. Whilst confidence will be developed, other 

skills are improved, such as the ability to work in a group. 

Studying Drama and Theatre Studies at Ashfield has significantly helped me, and I still fondly 

remember the two years of studying. Contrary to other subjects, Drama is not a group of people 

sitting in a classroom learning individually, there is a sense of unity between everyone that is 

involved in that respective class. Everyone is performing alongside each other and is helping each 
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other, there really is a sense of friendship you get from performing arts that you can never replicate 

in other subjects.  

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

N/A 

Any final comments?  

Please consider studying a Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield. You will be surrounded by passionate 

staff members who are simply geniuses and will provide huge amounts of support. If you decide to 

study at Ashfield, it will be a decision you will not regret.  
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Name: Olivia Neville  

When you attended Ashfield: 2012-2019  

A-Level Subjects Taken: At Ashfield Post 16 I chose to study A level 

Photography (c) Dance (a), Drama (c) and BTEC Musical Theatre 

(Distinction*) – I had already chosen my specific career path and wanted to 

advance my knowledge but also have a small back up plan just in case.  

Current Employment/Training: I am currently training at Performers 

College in Essex, London.  

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  I am going into my second year of training at 

Performers College on a BA hons degree course preparing myself for the industry. I also have 

recently become a business partner for a company called Juice Plus which promote a healthy 

lifestyle through social media.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment? Going onto studying Musical Theatre I transferred 

many skills from my a-levels to my degree. Writing skills from drama such as; essay planning and 

vocabulary and performance skills such as; confidence and projection. All my subjects contributed to 

this and I believe without my knowledge from these courses I wouldn’t be as focused and 

knowledgeable as I am today within my training. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? A very 

unpopular opinion but I enjoyed the theory side of all my subjects. Within my training I am always 

told ‘knowledge is power’ at Ashfield I was also aware of this saying. Background and history 

knowledge is very important and that’s why I enjoyed the theory side of my subjects. I was incredibly 

interested in the history of musical theatre and what made dance so accepted and developed. The 

teachers tailored the lessons to my way of learning and also were understanding when parts of the 

theory were challenging. Obviously, the performance side of my subjects were a bonus, this also 

widened my knowledge especially in Drama; who knew there were so many practitioners with such 

a variety of styles?  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?  I would recommend 

Ashfield school performance department because I believe you become more mature and 

independent which prepares you for college and the harsh industry you will face after A levels. In my 

two years of training I was pushed outside my comfort zone especially in my weakest element 

Acting.  A key performance to me was my scripted performance of ‘girls like that’ in the style of 

Antonin Artaud – I was pushed far out of my comfort zone but loved performing this piece even if I 

was a little scared myself. Mr Sluman and the teachers knew my weakest points within the 

performing arts industry and over the two years I am proud to say I am a lot more confident 

especially with improvisation which I now have a class of every week at college. All three courses 

within the department were motivating, confidence boosting as well as hard work and in turn they 

all prepared me for my career within the industry.  
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If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning? ‘Everything happens for a reason’ – 

sounds cringe but it’s so true. I auditioned for five schools, was offered a place at two and was also 

on two reserve lists. I declined my two places due to me not feeling as though those particular 

colleges were for me. Consistency is key and even within my training I still believe this. I was finally 

offered a place at Performers College and I now am happier than ever. My advice would be to push 

yourself. Stay focused and try your best. If it is meant to be it will happen, if not take a year working 

on yourself, push your limits and work hard to try again next year, never stop trying.  
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Name:   Lizzie Kirk 

When you attended Ashfield:  2015-2017 

A-Level Subjects Taken:   A-level Drama 

      BTEC Health and Social care 

      BTEC Applied Science 

Current Employment/Training:   Northumbria University 

studying Adult Nursing 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

I am currently a 3rd year nursing student due to qualify at the end of July 2020! Most recently, I have 

joined the emergency register to join the work force against Covid-19! 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

I gained confidence!! I have always been a talkative person, but I owe my confidence now to doing 

drama. Having to stand in front of massive groups of people works wonders for your confidence. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

I loved being able to perform at Ashfield. Not only was this a good learning experience but also it 

gave me a wide range of performance opportunities. I learnt about new and exciting topics and 

subjects that I had never even heard of before and I will never forget!  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

I 1000% recommend drama at Ashfield. Not only is it an amazing course but also the teachers are 

absolutely cracking! The support system that was provided during my time was second to none. I 

could not wish for a better time doing drama at Ashfield. It felt like a little family, I made friends for 

life – was definitely sad to leave! 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

I didn’t apply however if I was going to give advice I would say – go for it!! You never know what will 

happen and never will know unless you try! 

Any final comments?  

If you are unsure of whether to do drama at Ashfield, I would definitely say do it. It was the best 2 

years and I used to look forward to drama every day! I would like to say a big THANK YOU to all the 

teachers in the drama department. You’re all amazing.  
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Name:  Luke Cartwright  

When you attended Ashfield: 2009-2013 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Dance, Biology, psychology and Public Services  

Current Employment/Training:  

Trained LIPA BA hons dance 2016-2019  

Professional dancer and performer  

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

I work currently as a freelance dancer. I have danced for rudimental on sky 1, danced for CTC dance 

company (Chris Tendai company) on in the Edinburgh fringe where we won an award for most 

exciting dance theatre work. I also performed with a company in 2020 in the off west end transfer to 

the turbine theatre.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

During my time on the dance course I feel it helped me develop self-motivation and discipline. It 

showed me whatever you put in you can get out. And this was applicable across all my academic 

choices but also in general life. And despite having only danced for a short period I was able to get 

into my dream performing arts school as well as getting good grades in my academic studies. I 

believe this was because Ashfield staff allowed me to explore myself, my own options and 

encouraged the choices I made while also showing me how to manage the time I had.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

The trips. I still remember going to watch Matthew Bourne’s swan lake. That was the point when I 

realised where I wanted to aim for with my career! I also enjoyed the group work element of my 

dance course. Other subjects can often focus more on self-learning/independent study, whereas I 

felt that this course had a good mixture of both.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

The Faculty. They will give you all the support you could possibly need to do your best.  

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

Visit the place. Don’t go anywhere for the name. Choose the place that is right for you. Auditions can 

be scary, but just go and think of it as a free class and just enjoy the day. In the audition be yourself, 

if you do this you will stand out as there’s no one else like you! 
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Name: Mia Roberts 

When you attended Ashfield: 2011-2019  

A-Level Subjects Taken: For my A-Levels I took a different 

range of subjects including Media Studies (C), BTEC Health 

and Social Care (Merit and Distinction), Drama (B) and BTEC 

Performing Arts (D*). I found that they obviously are all 

completely different in their own way yet all the same with 

the amount of work and time-consuming efforts they 

require, as well as having a part-time job, extra-curricular activities and out of hours rehearsals for 

Drama and Performing Arts. 

Current Employment/Training: The Countryman Pub and Dining. 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): I am currently a fulltime trainee team leader at a 

local restaurant, and looking at taking further qualifications for this role in order to help further my 

career. After leaving school and not knowing what I really wanted to do, I found my main interest in 

helping people organise and plan parties/weddings/occasions which has really taken off over the last 

few months and I am excited for the end of the year when my knowledge and enjoyment of planning 

can be put into practice! 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment? From my performance-based subjects at Ashfield I 

learnt how to be confident within myself and reach for my goals. Whilst at work or engaging with 

clients this has shone through identifiably with the different people I interact with on a daily basis. 

Working as a team is one of the most important skills I have developed from these courses as its so 

important to work together to get your end goal, which in most cases is a group piece in which 

everyone needs to put in the same amount of effort.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? What I 

enjoyed most about the performing courses was learning about different theatre practitioners and 

the history of Musical Theatre and how these factors have influenced the world of Theatre today. I 

enjoyed all the opportunities we got as well with all the trips to the theatre, and weekend trips to 

London, all the people from the industry who came to speak to us and did workshops with us.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?  I would recommend 

the courses available at Ashfield because the content taught by the teachers is so helpful, influential 

and a provide you with a different range of skills if you were to progress into the industry. The 

teachers are very supportive in the decisions you take, the plans you make and just in general life, 

it’s such a family-based environment where everyone supports one another. 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning? If you were considering 

applying/auditioning for Drama school or Universities to study Musical Theatre or Drama then I 

would just advise you to absolutely go for it, what have you got to lose? If it doesn’t work out for you 

that moment dust yourself off, keep working your socks off and try again the next year! Your time 

will come eventually, just ride it out! 
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Any final comments? Take pride in everything you do, all your performances, your theory work, the 

way you walk around school and respect the teachers, this will make you become such a happier and 

prouder person and will obviously give you lots of happy tears on your results day! It was a pleasure 

to be at Ashfield for 8 years, and I really couldn’t have done it without the support of my peers and 

the teachers to receive the best results I possibly could!       
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Name: Michaela Ellis  

When you attended Ashfield: 2016 - 2019 

A-Level Subjects Taken:  Drama, Sociology and Photography 

Current Employment/Training:  I currently am studying at the 

University of Hull 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): I’m 

studying Drama and Theatre Practice at the University of Hull. 

In particular focusing more on the different specialisms within 

the theatre, taking an interest in Stage-management and Directing.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?                                                                                         

From studying Drama at Ashfield, it definitely helped me to gain a lot of confidence in my ability! It 

taught me a lot about different practitioners and plays which meant that I had knowledge of a 

variety of acting styles. I feel as though through taking drama at Ashfield it completely solidified my 

passion for the subject and made me want to pursue a future within the arts. There were so many 

different aspects of the subject that have been so useful to me as I learnt a lot more than just acting, 

but rather how to work well within a team and how to think creatively. I also feel that I now know 

how to articulate myself far better than when I first started the course and have gone on to be able 

to write some quality essays within university due to the writing skills and techniques taught to me 

at Ashfield.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s?                       

I think that what I most enjoyed about the course was seeing how passionate the teachers were and 

the way that they went about teaching really showed how much they cared and often they were 

having as much fun as we were (especially on our Saturday rehearsals, when the biscuits and cups of 

tea would be set out). Overall, Drama within itself was just extremely enjoyable and I’m so glad to 

have taken such a fantastic course as I’ve got some valuable memories that will definitely stick by 

me for years to come.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?                                          

I would completely recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts because you’re guaranteed to 

have such an amazing time, although they are subjects which do require a lot of time and effort, it is 

extremely worth it! The bonds that you will build with not only your teachers but also your peers are 

so strong, and I just cannot recommend it enough.  

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?                                                                            

I had to audition for a few of the Universities that I applied for and I had rather good experiences as 

the process is not as terrifying as I personally thought it might be. My advice would be to just stay 

calm and it will never be as bad as you think. Try not to completely stress yourself out but remember 

that being anxious is normal and wherever you audition will understand that it is a rather daunting 

thing to do and will expect you to be nervous. 

Any final comments?                                                                                                                                               

I hope that many of you do consider taking Drama or any of the performance-based courses offered 

as I can assure you that you won’t regret it and you will have the best time! 
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Name: Millie Short 

When you attended Ashfield: 2010-2017 

A-Level Subjects Taken:  

Drama and Theatre Studies, Performance Studies and Music 

Current Employment/Training:  

Represented by MGA Management Agency  

BA Hons Musical Theatre Triple Threat- University of Chichester 

Conservatoire- Graduate- Summer 2020  

Current Profile:  

Singer, Dancer and Ariel Performer (Ariel Silks and Ariel Hoop)  

Lead Vocalist and Dancer on Navigator of the Seas Royal Caribbean Cruise Ship (Postponed sailing 

due to Coronavirus)  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

Determination- A drive to succeed        Self Confidence    

Geniality                                                      Diligence- Practice makes Perfect   

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

The relationship built with other students and staff, everyone got along well. That every lesson was 

fun and thought out even if the topic wasn’t necessarily fun. That there were many practice rooms 

and that were big and available after school to rehearse in. Teachers were on hand to help you with 

anything at any time. There were extra things to do outside of lesson such as the school show, choir 

and concerts where we had the opportunity to be showcased. We had an audience for our 

performances required for our A-level so our parents could watch.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

It’s a lot of fun and definitely an experience I will never forget for a lot of positive reasons. Being in 

the drama department allowed my confidence to grow, giving me the confidence to audition for 

university. The performances I did, both for my A-level grades and outside of lessons were extremely 

fun and I will always remember them and of what a great standard they were. The teachers are so 

lovely and I couldn’t of asked for more from them. I want to thank them for the experiences they 

gave me and encouragement they gave me to help me become the performer I am today.  
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If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

Confidence is key as well as talent. They aren’t looking for a polished product at this stage, they’re 

looking for potential. Also they like friendly people who are outgoing. Try giving yourself an edge, 

something extra that helps you stand out, for example, Ariel skills, gymnastics, playing an 

instrument, water tricks etc. The industry is growing by the day and for musical theatre it isn’t 

enough anymore the just be a triple threat (dancing, singing, acting), make it easier for yourself and 

.give yourself something that makes you better than the rest.  
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Name:  Molly Kent  

When you attended Ashfield: 2011 – 2019 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama, Psychology, English Language, 

Criminology  

Current Employment/Training: Nottinghamshire Police Service 

on a Police Constable degree programme.  

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

Police officer currently working in the response sector of the force. We attend to all the 999 calls and 

are usually the first to the scene. We have to think fast on our feet to make sure the job we do is 

lawful and respectful of others. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

Becoming another person is the whole idea when becoming a police officer, exactly like becoming a 

character. When coming into work and putting on my uniform I become someone totally diffident to 

when I go out with my friends or I’m at home with my partner. I have to think In a lawful way, I also 

have to remain professional when dealing with individuals as for a lot of them having involvement 

with the police isn’t always for the right reasons. I have a change of presence when dealing with 

witnesses and victims than when I deal with suspects, the difference being empathy with victims and 

being stern and in charge when dealing with suspects. I totally believe when I deal with these people 

drama has helped me gain the skills to become the police officer I’ve always wanted to be.  

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

Whilst studying drama I always loved that there were no limits when having ideas with a 

performance, nothing was ever too much or a ‘bad idea’. The department always said yes to many of 

our crazy ideas, definitely shown within our Berkoff performance for our year 13 exam.  

I’m sure my fellow class mates will agree we loved having freedom when creating our exam pieces. 

As teenagers you don’t get much freedom to create or be crazy with ideas, so being able to come 

into theatre and create a piece of work which will be performed is a really rewarding feeling.  

There were many more things which I loved about my drama course however I would be typing for 

years. Drama helped me a lot to become the person I am now and helped me massively in my 

current career. I thoroughly enjoyed my time with Ashfield drama and will cherish it. 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

 The faculty are so supportive and the sky really is the limit! Have all the crazy ideas and we can 

somehow create it into a show stopping performance! You’ll have the time of your life , make 

friends for life and come out of it knowing the performances you did , you created , directed etc .. 

there’s nothing more rewarding than that!  
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If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning?  

NA  

Any final comments?  

To get into the police the entry exams consisted of 9 role plays where I had to improvise and be a 

customer service advisor talking to angry customers. For me this was the easiest bit of the exams 

because of the training Ashfield drama gave me. This made up 80% of the overall mark, the 20% was 

English and Maths... if that doesn’t say how important drama is, then I don’t know what will!  
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Name:    Nathan Warner 

When you attended Ashfield:  

School - 09-14, Sixth Form - 14-15. 

A-Level Subjects Taken: 

A-Level Drama, NVQ - Uniformed Services  

Current Employment/Training:  

Collins Earthworks LTD 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?):  

I am currently training to progress into a site supervisor role. This consists of briefing between 10 and 50< sites 

operatives. I also help with how the site operates and am responsible for all paperwork in and out of site; 

carrying audits on imported materials and machine certification.  

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment?  

As you can imagine, briefing 50 machine drivers everyday is no easy task. More importantly, being engaging 

and making them listen is even harder. During my time studying Drama at Ashfield I learned a lot about voice 

projection and adapting to your audience. This alone has helped me in confidence with public speaking and 

how to deliver a speech that is engaging yet formal. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? 

Practical lessons and devised performances. No lesson was a chore to attend if it was a practical lesson, I 

enjoyed performing in front of people and getting that rush of adrenaline when walking out on stage. The fact 

that I could pretend to be someone else, and with doing that, change the emotions of an audience was 

mesmerising to me. I really enjoyed performing.  

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield?   

I had no intentions of progressing further with Drama after A-Level. However, I knew that the skills I acquired 

would be useful in everyday life, not just on the stage. I have no issues speaking in front of an audience, my 

confidence improved hugely and I have learned how to adapt a conversation to get the most out of my 

audience. Not only that, but I have also grown a massive love for the Drama community. Since leaving Ashfield, 

I have spent many hours in the theatre watching performances that would have never been of interest to me 

prior to me studying Drama at Ashfield. 

Any final comments?  

Bryan Sluman is a legend and a true professional of his work. The way he takes charge of a class room and 

educates is nothing short of genius. Not only is he an educator in Drama, he is also very approachable out of 

the classroom. Mr. Sluman and the team in the Drama department are all amazing and have helped me out 

more than they could ever begin to imagine. Even 5 years after leaving Ashfield, I still think about that class; all 

of my fellow peers and teachers, and how much fun it was. All I can say is thank you. 

P.S – ‘Haha’ yes very funny, I am now bald. 
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Name: Ramy Ben Fredj 

When you attended Ashfield: 2010 - 2018 

A-Level Subjects Taken: Drama and Theatre Studies, Performing 

Arts BTEC, Business Studies, Sociology 

Current Employment/Training: Working in Retail, Training at 

Television Workshop in Nottingham. 

Current Profile (Description of what you do now?): Aside from standard work I have an agent based 

in London. I receive auditions for TV and Film often travelling to London to do them, I’m also aspiring 

to train at a Drama School and currently auditioning for these. 

What skills or aspects did you gain from your performance-based course/s at Ashfield which have 

helped you with further training/employment? Going into Drama GCSE it brought me out my shell, 

made me find my inner confidence which only grew through A-Level. During Drama and Theatre 

Studies A-Level I found all these new skills I could apply to my performances captivating the 

audience more, I also gained a great level of communication through these drama subjects which I 

now apply to auditions/interviews I attend, at my retail work when speaking to customers and just in 

everyday life. Being part of the subjects also gave me a great level of resilience (which I still have), as 

when you are putting on performances you natural go through failures before you get to the 

accomplishments. But by not giving up and putting in more time and hard work at home and at 

rehearsals you end up with this final product on show night and you walk away from this experience 

with an immense amount of pride. Thus teaching that it is always beneficial to stick by something 

and not to drop out when things begin to get tough, as trust me I speak from experience, it always 

pays off. 

Whilst at Ashfield, what did you most enjoy about your performance-based course/s? One big 

reason is the opportunities it brought outside of lesson time; Theatre trips, Trips to London, Training 

with industry professionals, school shows and even getting the chance to perform on stage in 

London! The department go above and beyond to include everyone studying a performance-based 

subject to get involved and get stuck in. All of these opportunities provide insight into the fun 

possibilities of the industry and teaching you even more skills, for example the school show is spread 

across all school years throwing you in with people you wouldn’t usually speak to or work with, 

however throughout the process you form a family all striving to make the best show possible. All 

whilst acquiring a hard work ethic and perseverance to reach that end goal of smashing show week, 

you also learn to appreciate every single member of the show as they are all individually important 

and each have a responsibility to do their part in order to make the show even better. 

 

Why would you recommend studying Drama or Performing Arts at Ashfield? To discover yourself, 

even if you don’t feel like you’ll take performing further these subjects are a great way in developing 

skills that can be applied to nearly all fields of work all whilst making memories to last a lifetime. 

Even if you feel it’s throwing you outside of your comfort zone, I can guarantee you it will be worth 

it. I didn’t properly start taking part in everything till year 11 due to confidence issues and now 
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having left Ashfield it is still one of my biggest regrets, don’t make the same mistake as me!! Start 

the memories now and not ‘tomorrow’. 

If you did audition at a Drama college/Uni, what was your experience of this and what advice 

would give to students considering applying/auditioning? Auditioning at drama schools is an 

interesting experience, the main piece of advice I can give is to present the best version of you! By 

that I mean using those skills you will naturally acquire in the courses and putting your best foot 

forward and just be willing to try and take part in anything that’s thrown at you. Also by presenting 

the best version of you that means in your performance monologues too, so in order to do that you 

must put the time and effort into these performances beforehand so that you feel prepared when 

you walk in, they naturally understand you will be nervous but they also expect you to be prepared. 

Any final comments?  

Overall, I would say if you feel you are someone that wants to push towards their maximum 

potential then taking these courses is the right step! I left Ashfield thanks to this department with 

enough motivation and inspiration to chase this dream of mine for decades to come. Never ‘maybe’ 

just ‘DO!’, get involved, get stuck in, you will not regret it, I promise you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


